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Structurable algebras were defined in [2] as a generalization of Jordan 
algebras, and finite-dimensional simple structurable algebras of charac- 
teristic 0 were classified in that paper. As a generalization of the 
Tits-Koecher construction for Jordan algebras, a Lie algebra Xx(&, - ) has 
been associated in [3] with each structurable algebra (Ccp, - ). By transfer- 
ring properties of X(&, -) to (&, -), a structure theory for linite-dimen- 
sional structurable algebras of characteristic 0 was obtained in [9-111. 
In this paper we consider two trace forms on structurable algebras. The 
symmetric bilinear form 
(1) 
on (&, - ) was used in [Z] in the classification of simple algebras. A trace 
form f(x, y ) on (d, - ) is obtained by restricting the Killing form B(X, Y) 
of X(&, -) appropriately. The form f agrees on Jordan algebras with 
( , ), but in general it is different. However, the radicals off and ( , ) 
coincide on any finite-dimensional structurable algebra (.s4, - ) of charac- 
teristic 0 with the radical W( = maximal solvable ideal) of (&, - ). The 
proof of this for f is immediate from the relationship between 41 and the 
radical of X(&, -), and is given in Section 1. This allows us to give in 
Section 2 alternate proofs (via the trace form f) for some known theorems 
on structurable algebras. 
Our proof that W is the radical of ( , ) is more roundabout. As given in 
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Section 3, it employs the Wedderburn principal theorem for structurable 
algebras [9], together with the fact that (e, e) # 0 for any hermitian 
idempotent e, as is proved in the concluding section. 
1. THE TRACE FORMS 
Throughout this paper we assume that (a, -) is a finite-dimensional 
structurable algebra over a field Cp of characteristic 0, as defined in 
PI, C31, or C91. 
We recall that (&, -) is an algebra with involution -; that 
d=ti@O, 
where &‘= {u in d:ti=a} and Y= {s in d:S= -s}; that 
K,,(z) = cm + wx - (WY 
so that, in terms of left and right multiplications, 
V,, ? = L,, + R, R, - R, R, ; (2) 
that 
TX= V.x,,=L,+R,.-,; (3) 
that the operators Vx,y span a Lie algebra, the inner structure Lie algebra 
Instrl(d, -), and that 
Instrl(d, -) = T& $ Inder(d, - ), 
where Td = { T,:x in &} and Inder(d, - ) is a Lie algebra of derivations 
of (~4, - ), the inner derivation Lie algebra. 
We recall also that 
X(&, -) = .R@Instrl(d, -)@Ju” (4) 
is a Lie algebra where JV = ((x, x):x in ,rQ, s in Y}, 3 is @-isomorphic to 
N under a linear map n 3 fi, and multiplication in X(S/, - ) satisfies 
CT,, (z, s)] = (TX(z), s.f + xs), (5) 
[D, (z, s)] = (Dz, Ds), (6) 
[T,,(z,s)-1=(-T,(z), -fxs-sx)“, (7) 
ca(z,~)-l=m~~)-, (8) 
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Ck r), (Y, 311 = (0, XY -.va, (9) 
[(x,r)-, (J,,s)-l=(o,x-~-y?c)-, (10) 
C(-u, r), 0)) s) - I= - (sx, 0) - + v., v + L,L, + (r)‘, 0) (11) 
for all x, y, z in ,rd; r, s in 9; D in Inder(sQ, ~ ). For any subspace a of d, 
we denote by A& the subspace 
ML= {(x,s):xinW,sinWnY). 
We shall need the formula 
cK,,.&Jv-1= -(~y,x(z),O)--, (12) 
which follows from the original statement of formulas (7), (8) [3, p. 1841 
and Eq. (4) on p. 18381. 
We recall also from [3, p. 18431 that X(&, - ) is a graded Lie algebra: if 
K={YinX(d,-): [T,, Y]=iY}, (13) 
then 
(14) 
(15) 
X,={(O,~)~:sinYj, 
X-, = {(x,O)‘:xin&}, 
X0 = Instrl( d, - ), 
X, = ((x, 0): x in d}, 
X2 = ((0, s): s in 9 “f, 
and X(.JX!, -) in (4) is 
~x(~,-)=~-,OX,0~0~0~, 
while 
C&9 41 GZ+jv where X, =0 if ]h] > 2. (16) 
The Killing form on the Lie algebra X(SJ, -) is the symmetric bilinear 
form 
B(X, Y) = tr(ad X)(ad Y) 
for X, Y in X(.&, - ). We define a bilinear form f (x, y) on (SQ, - ) by 
f(x, Y) = &(x9 O), (Y, 0)” ) (17) 
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for x, y in (&, -). Let Yin N(J$, -) be 
Y=(y,s)* +T,+D+(w,r) 
for w, y, z in d; r, s in Y; D in Inder(d, - ). 
(18) 
LEMMA 1. Zf x is in (d, - ), and Y in (18) is in Xx(&, - ), then 
4(x, Oh Y) =f(x, Y). (19) 
Proof. The Killing form B(X, Y) on x(&, - ) is associative, 
4 cx n 2) = WK c y, Zl), (20) 
for all X, Y, Z in .%(d, -) [6, p. 711. Hence, for all Xi in &, Yj in 
3 in (13), we have I’B(X,, Yj)=B([Ti, Xi], Yi)= -B(Xi, [Tr, Yj])= 
-jB(X,, Yj) by (20). That is, 
B(X,, Yj) =o if i+j#O. (21) 
Then (x,0) in xi, (y,O)” in x-, imply (19) by (15), (17), and (21). 
Let T denote the involution - on (A!, -), and let 
M,=L,s-R, (22) 
as in [ll, Eq. (3)]. 
LEMMA 2. The bilinear form in (17) is the symmetric bilinear trace form 
f(x9~)=tr(L,+,.~-2R,K-2R,~,J (23) 
on (d, -). 
Proof: Let 
ll=X-,OX~@X*, b=x-,@xi. (24) 
Then xX(&, -)=a86 by (14), and [a, a] ~a, [a, b] ~b, [b, b] ~a by 
(16). If X= (y, O)- + (x, 0) is in b, then 
&A’, X) = 2 tr(ad X)2 ) b 
by [4, IX, Lemma 5.23. Since B((x,O), (x,O))=B((y,O)-, (y,O)-)=0 by 
(21), we have 2f(x, y) = 2B((x, 0), (y, O)-) = B(X, X) = 2 tr(ad X)’ I,,, so 
that 
f(x, Y) = tr(ad((y, 0)” + (x, 0)))2 lb (25) 
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for b in (24). We compute the right-hand side of (25) from Eqs. (5 )-( 12) as 
(ad((y, 0)” + k 0)))’ k O)- 
= C(Y, 0) - + (4 01, (0, YF- ZY) - + ~,,,I 
=C(y,O)-, ~,,,l+C(~,O),(O,y~-z~)-lmod~ 
= (V:,,(y) - (yZ)x + (zjj)x, 0)’ mod X, 
=((zX)y+(yX)z-2(yZ)x+ (zj)x,O)’ mod Xi 
E ((R,R,+ L,,,- 2R,L,z + R,R,)(z), O)- mod & 
while 
(ad((y, 0)” + (x, 0)))’ (w, 0) 
= [(y, 0)’ + (x, O), (0, xw - we) - VW,,] 
= [(y, O)-, (0, XW - wjz)] - [(x, 0), VW,,] mod X- i 
E (-(xW)y + (wX)y + V,,,y(x), 0) mod X-, 
s ( -2(xW)y + (wZ)y + (wj)x + (xy)w, 0) mod A’- i 
=((-2R,,L,~+R,R,+R,R,+L,)(w),O)mod.K,. 
Hencetr(ad((y,O)’ +(x,O)))~ I,=tr(2R,R,+LXj+,,-2R,L,r-2R,L,r 
+ 2R, R,) = tr( L, + .,,* - 2R,M, - 2R,M,,), so that (25) implies (23). 
THEOREM 3. The radical 5i’ (= maximal solvable ideal) of any finite- 
dimensional structurable algebra (&, -) over CD of characteristic 0 is the 
radical of the symmetric bilinear trace form f in (23); that is, W = ~4~ 
relative to f: 
Proof: Since the Lie algebra X(d, -) is its own derived algebra [lo, 
Lemma 11, it follows from [6, Theorem 3.5 J that the radical rad X(&, -) 
of %(&, -) is the orthogonal complement of X(&, -) relative to the 
Killing form B(X, Y) on .;u^(&, -). Hence an element (x, 0) in X(&, -) is 
in rad Xx(&, -) if and only if B((x, 0), Y) = 0 for all Yin X(&, -). Hence 
(x, 0) is in rad X(&, -) if and only if f(x, y) = 0 for all y in (.@‘, -) by 
Lemma 1. But (x, 0) is in rad X(&, -) if and only if x is in W [9, Theorem 
S(ii)]. This establishes Theorem 3. 
In [2, p. 1441 it is shown that the symmetric bilinear form ( , ) which is 
defined on any structurable algebra (&, - ) by (1) is invariant in the sense 
that 
(2, F> = (4 Y > 
and 
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for all x, y, z in (a, - ). For Jordan algebras (that is, structurable algebras 
(d, - ) with the identity map as involution - ), (22) implies that M, = 0, so 
that f in (23) coincides for Jordan algebras with the trace form ( , ) in (1). 
In general, however, f and ( , ) are different, as we shall see in Section 3. 
THEOREM 4. The trace form f in (23) is an invariant form on any 
structurable algebra (d, -). 
Proof: In order to show that 
f(X 7) =f(x, v) (26) 
for all x, y in (&, - ), it is sufficient o show that 
f(a, s)=O for all a in X, s in Y. (27) 
It follows from (ll), (20), and (9) that f(a, s)=E((a, 0), (s, O)-)= 
-B((a,O),C(1,O),(O,s)‘l)=~(C(1,O),(a,O)l,(O,s)”)=B(O,(O,s)”)=O, 
establishing (27) and (26). 
In order to show that 
f (zx, Y) = f (x9 Q), (28) 
let X=(x, O)*, Y= T,,,, Z=(y,O) in (20) for w,x,y in (a, -). Then 
CX Yl = C(x, We, T,l = (T,(x), 0)‘ by (7), and CY, Zl= CT,, 0, WI = 
(T,,.(y), 0) by (5). Hence (17) implies 
f(v, Tdx))=f(Tw(.Y), x) (29) 
for all w, x, y in (~4, - ), since f(y, T,(x)) = B((y, 0), (T*(x), 0)“) = 
BK cx, Yl) = wcx n a = WC cy, Zl) = W(x, OIW, (~w(Y), 0)) = 
W(T,(y), Q (xv 0)“)=f(T,(y), x) by (20). Now 
3zx= Tz+,2(x) + Ti-,(cq 
[ 10, Eq. (33)] implies 
Jf(Y9 zx)=f(y, Tz+E(x))+f(Y, Ti-z(Z)) 
=f(y, Tz+*,(x))+f(J, Ti-z(f)) 
=f(Tz+,,(JJ), x)+f(Tz-z(Y), 2) 
=f(Ti+k(Y), X)+f(T.7-i(j)vx) 
= 3fW x) 
That is, f (y, zx) = f (Zy, x), implying (28). 
by (26) 
by (29) 
by (26) 
by (30). 
(30) 
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If $9 is an ideal of (&, -), then Theorem 4 implies that 99L relative to f 
is an ideal of (&‘, - ). We have seen in Theorem 3 that dl relative to f is 
the ideal 9. 
We conclude this section with two additional formulas (Eqs. (35) and 
(37) below) for the invariant symmetric trace form f in (17) and (23). The 
operator M, in (22) maps d into 9, since M,(y) = xjj -yZ is in Y for all 
y in d. Hence 
WM,R.,. + My&) = WV, + M.J,) I9 (31) 
for all x, y in (&, -). Since (d, -) is skew-alternative [2, p. 1351, we have 
[s, y, X] = [y, 2, s] for all x, y in Sal, s in Y, or 
(sy)x+y(xs)=s(yx)+(yx)s, (32) 
and [s, x, jj] = [x, p, s], so 
x( jis) + (sx)j = s(xj) + (xY)s. (33) 
Then (32) and (33) imply (M,R,, + M,.R,)(s) = x(Zjj) - (sv)X + y(s)- 
(sx)F= -x(p)-(sy)X-y(Xs)-((sx)j = -s(xy)-(xjqs--s(yX)-(yX)s= 
-Lj+yi + R,+,Js), or 
(~xR,+~.vRx) IT?= -wx.P+,.,+Rxy+,i) I.??- (34) 
Hence (23), (31), and (34) imply 
f(x,~)=tr(~.~~+,.~)+2tr(~.~.,+,.~+~.~.~+,..~) 19. (35) 
Also a in X implies that Z and Y are stable under L, + R,, and 
that 2 tr L, = tr(L, + zL,r) = tr(L, + R,) = tr(L, + R,) lJ1” + tr(L, + R,) j9. 
Hence 
tGp + ,.p + R, + yi 1 19=2 tr(L,+,f)-tr(L,,,+,.~+R,,+,i) I*. (36) 
Putting (36) into (35), we have 
f(x,y)=5tr(L,+,,)-2tr(L,+,,+R,+,,)I,. (37) 
2. APPLICATIONS 
The importance of the Killing form for Lie algebras is well known. Also, 
historically, the existence of a trace form on certain nonassociative algebras 
has been a valuable tool for their study. For example, A. A. Albert used the 
trace form tr R, in his fundamental paper [1] on the structure of Jordan 
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algebras. Here we give new proofs, using the invariant form f in (23), of 
known theorems on structurable algebras. 
THEOREM 5 [9, Theorem 73. Zf a finite-dimensional structurable algebra 
(&, - ) over @ of characteristic 0 is semisimple (that is, W = 0), then (&, - ) 
is the direct sum 
(d, -)=wl, -)0 ..-0(4, -) (38) 
of simple structurable algebras (JX$, - ), where the 4 are ideals of (d, - ). 
Proox It is shown in [2, p. 1441 that if f is an invariant symmetric 
bilinear form on (d, -), then the symmetric bilinear form g defined by 
&9 Y) =f(x, 4’) for all x, y in (&, - ) (39) 
is an associative form on (&, - ); that is, 
g(x)?, z) = gb, yz) 
for all x, y, z in (&, - ). Consider the nonassociative algebra & (where we 
ignore the involution ~ of (A!, -)). Let 9 be an ideal of z? such that 
a2 =O. Then a is a solvable ideal of &, and so is V = a +a. But V is 
--stable, so %? is a solvable ideal of (&, -). Since W = 0, we have %? =O, 
implying 1 =O, so d has no (nonzero) ideals a with a2 =O. We may 
apply Dieudonnt’s theorem [6, Theorem 3.3; 8, Theorem 2.61 to d since 
Theorem 3 implies that the invariant form f, and hence the associative 
form g in (39), is nondegenerate on d. Then d is a direct sum of ideals Bi 
which are simple algebras. Then either 4 = @ (so gi is a minimal ideal of 
(&, - )) or ai + ai is a direct sum A$@ gi of minimal ideals of d (so 
9$@gi is a minimal ideal of (a, -)). Let &i, . . . . &n be the distinct ones of 
these minimal ideals of (-01, -). Then (&‘, -) is the direct sum of the 4, 
and the (4, - ) are simple structurable algebras. 
THEOREM 6 [ 10, Lemma 41. The radical W of any finite-dimensional 
structurable algebra (d, - ) of characteristic 0 is characteristic; that is, 
D(B) c W for every derivation D of (ss’, - ). 
Proof: By definition D is a derivation of (&, -) in case D is a 
derivation of d satisfying Dr = SD. Just as [D, L,] = L,, and 
CD, Kc1 = RDx, we have [D, M,] = M,, for M, in (22), since DT = rD 
implies [D, M,] = [D, L,] T - RDj = Lo,r - RE = M,,. Hence 
CD, KM,,1 = &dfy + RX, (40) 
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for all x, y in (&, - ). Then D is skew relative to f in (23) 
f(Dx, Y) = --A-G Qv), (41) 
for all x, y in (&‘, -), since (23) and (40) imply that f(Dx, y) +f(x, Dy) = 
ND, L,:,,,, - 2R,M, - 2R,M,] = 0. If x is in 9, then f(x, Dy) = 0 for all 
y in (zz?, - ), implying Dx is in %! by (41) and Theorem 3. That is, 
D(W) E W, as desired. 
Remark. If (d, -) is a structurable algebra, it is not difficult to show 
that the triple product {x, y, z} = V,,,z gives d the structure of a 
Freudenthal-Kantor triple system (FKTS). (See [7] for the definition.) 
K. Yamaguti [ 121 has introduced a trace form y for FKTS’s that reduces 
to a multiple of the form defined by (23) when the FKTS comes from a 
structurable algebra. Using y, N. Kamiya [7, Theorem 3.51 has proved the 
analogue of Theorem 5 for FKTS’s. Theorem 5 (for structurable algebras) 
can then also be deduced from Kamiya’s result using [9, Corollary 91. We 
omit the details, as we shall not make use of this remark. 
3. THE TRACE FORM ( , ) 
As we mentioned, the invariant trace form ( , ) given in (1) was used in 
[2]. We also pointed out that ( , ) agrees with the trace form f in (23) on 
Jordan algebras. However, in general, ( , ) and f are different, as may be 
seen as follows. 
Let (d, -) be a structurable algebra in which &’ is one-dimensional (for 
example, a composition algebra [8, p. 73; 2, p. 1471). Then, for all x, y in 
(&, - ), xj + yZ in &’ is a scalar multiple a(x, y) 1 of 1. Then (1) implies 
that (x, y) =or(x, v) dim d, while (37) implies that f(x, y)= 5a(x, y) 
dim d - 4a(x, y), so 
in case X is one-dimensional. For example, if (&, -) is a Cayley algebra 
(of dimension 8), then f = 4 ( , ) by (42). Hence, if (&, - ) is the direct sum 
of a simple Jordan algebra and a Cayley algebra, f is not even a scalar 
multiple of ( , ). 
However, we shall prove that the radicals of the symmetric bilinear 
forms f and ( , ) coincide (that is, that d’ relative to ( , ) is Se). Since 
the expression for f in (23) is more complicated than that for ( , ) in (l), 
it is aesthetically advantageous to use ( , ) once this fact is proved. 
We define a hermitian idempotent e in (&, - ) to be an element e satisfy- 
ing t?=e, e2=e#0. 
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THIXNEM 7. Let W be a nonnilpotent ideal of a finite-dimensional struc- 
turable algebra (~4, - ) of characteristic 0. Then W contains a hermitian 
idempotent e. 
Proof Since the radical W of (.&, -) is nilpotent [ll], 9lf is not con- 
tained in W, and W, = W + W is an ideal of (&, - ) properly containing W. 
By the Wedderburn principal theorem for structurable algebras [9, 
Theorem lo], there is a semisimple subalgebra (U, - ) of (J$, - ) satisfying 
(&, -)=(U, -)@W. Since (U, -) is semisimple, (U, -)=(%Z,, -)@ . . . @ 
(gn, - ) for simple structurable algebras (%$, -) where the wi are ideals of 
(%, - ) as in (38). Hence W, is the direct sum of 9 and certain ones of the 
wi. Let e be the sum of the identity elements ei of the corresponding 
structurable algebras (G&, -). Then e is a hermitian idempotent in $l?i. Since 
9 is solvable, this implies that e is in 99, as many be seen by induction: e in 
%9 + 9P implies e = e* is in (9I + 9P)* = W* + kR9P’ + 9P~ + (@“)* G 
g + @i+ 1). 
We defer until the next section (Theorem 11) the proof that, if e is a 
hermitian idempotent in (A?, -), then 
tr(L,) # 0. (43) 
THEOREM 8. The radical 9I of any finite-dimensional structurable algebra 
(.4, -) over CD of characteristic 0 is the radical of the symmetric bilinear 
trace form ( , ) in (1); that is, W = d’ relative to ( , ). 
Proof First, W c d’. For x in W implies that x7 + yl is in W for all y 
in (d, - ). Then Txj+,,* = L,, Yx is nilpotent by [ 10, Corollary 61, and 
(x, y) = tr(Lxp+,,f) =0 for all y in (a, -). Now d’ is an ideal of (J$, -) 
since ( , ) is -invariant. If d’ # 9, then d’ is a nonsolvable ideal of 
(&, -), and d’ contains a hermitian idempotent e by Theorem 7. Hence 
(e, e) = 0, but (e, e) = 2 tr(Lc) # 0 by (1) and (43), a contradiction. 
By Theorem 8 it is clear that the applications in Section 2 could be 
obtained by using ( , ) instead of J 
4. HERMITIAN IDEMPOTENTS 
In this section, we prove the result, used in Section 3, that tr(L,) # 0 for 
any hermitian idempotent e. We prove this by obtaining an eigenspace 
decomposition for L,. 
LEMMA 9. Let q. be a Lie algebra over afield @ of characteristic 0, and 
suppose g. has a basis Fi, Hi, Ei such that 
[Hi, Fi] = -2Fi, [Hi, Ei] = 2Ei, [Ei, Fi] = Hi, (4) 
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i = 1,2. Let Y = 9, Q Yl. Suppose 3! is a finite-dimensional Y-module such 
that~%=@~~=--2@j, where@j={uin%: (H,+H,)u=2ju}. Then 
and 
dim Q,, , > dim %!,, p1 + dim 9,,,, 
where Q,, k = {u in @‘,: H,u=ku}. 
Proof. By extending the base field, we may assume that @ is 
algebraically closed. The Lie algebra Y is semisimple. Since finite-dimen- 
sional Y-modules are completely reducible, we may assume that %! is 
irreducible. Put Y = @H, @@Hz, a Cartan subalgebra of Y. The root 
spaces of Y in Y are GE,, @E,, OF,, and @F,, and we may order the 
roots so that BE, and ‘BE1 are root spaces corresponding to positive roots. 
Now 4? contains a nonzero “maximal vector” u with the properties that 
Hiv=rio and Eiv=O, 
where ri is a nonnegative integer, i = 1,2 [S, Theorem 21.11. Then 
!Z! is spanned by (Fy’Fy%: m,, m,aO} (45) 
[S, Theorem 20.21, and 
HiFylFyo = (ri - 2m,) F’;‘Fy$, (46) 
i= 1,2. Moreover, by [S, first paragraph of Section 21.31, we have 
F,v=O if and only if ri = 0, (47) 
i= 1, 2. 
NOW (H, + H,)u = (rl + r2)u and so rl + rz = 0,2, or 4. If r, + rz = 0, 
then r, = rz = 0 and so % = @u (by (47) and (45)), which forces %!i = (0). If 
rl +r, = 2, then 4& = @o (by (45) and (46)) and so %‘I =@,,,,, where 
rl =0, 1, or 2. Finally, suppose that rl + r2 = 4. Then, by (45)-(47), 
and the ith summand is zero if and only if ri = 0, i = 1,2. Considering the 
cases r, = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, we obtain the lemma. The cases rl = 0,2,4 
are now obvious. If rl = 1, then Q, =%X1 -, @a,,, with dim @I. -1 = 
dim@!,,,=l;ifr,=3, then9,=Q,,,@9,,,&thdim4,~,=dim&1,,=1. 
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THEOREM 10. Suppose that e is a hermitian idempotent in afinite-dimen- 
sional structurable algebra (zf, -) of characteristic 0. Suppose (4, -) is a 
finite-dimensional structurable bimodule for (~2, - ) [ 10, Section 2-J. Then 
k= -1 
and 
dim&>,dim.K,+dimJCt;, 
where JClr={m in A:em=$mj. 
ProoJ: If e = 1, this is clear. Thus, we may assume that e # 1. Put e, = e, 
e,= 1 -e. Then (@e,@@e,, - ) is a subalgebra of (d, - ) and so we can 
assume that (szZ, -) = (@e, 0 @e,, -) with - = Id on d. 
Let (b, - ) = (ss!, - ) @ (A, - ) be the split null extension. Then 
where Y = & 0 V,,, @ J+> and Q = rad X(8, - ) = -.v& 0 V,,, 0 A> 
[lo, Theorem 83. But I’,,,,,= Vp,l-e= V,,,- V,,,=L,-L,z=O by (2) and 
(3), and similarly Vp2,e, = 0. Thus V&,& = @I’,,,,, 0 @V,,,,, = @L,, 0 @L,,. 
Put Ei = 2(e,, 0), Hi= 2V,,,,i= 2Tei= 2L,, Fi= (ei, O)-, i= 1,2. Then, 
putting Yi= @FiO@HiO@Ei, i= 1,2, we have Eqs. (44) by (7), (5), and 
(11). Also we have 9 = 2, 0 Sz. Finally, f@ is an g-module under the 
adjoint action, and, by definition, 
aj= {u in 9: [T,, u] =ju}. 
Thus, by (15), we have % = 0 x;= -* qj and, by (14), Q, = {(m, 0): 
meA’). But 
Cff,, (m, O)l= Vem, 0) 
by (5), and so the theorem follows from Lemma 9. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose e is a hermitian idempotent in a finite-dimensional 
structurable algebra (zxt, -) of characteristic 0. Then 
tr(L,)=I, 
where n is an integer > 2. In particular, tr(L,) # 0. 
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Proof (A’, -) is a structurable bimodule for (&‘, ~ ). Thus, by 
Theorem 10, we have 
k= -1 
where &jk = (X in d: ex= (k/2)x}. Then, ptting dk = dim dk, we have 
tr(L,) = xi= -I (k/2) dk. But in the field of rational& we have 
> -;d-,+;(d-,+d,)+d,+Sd, 
= d, + 2d, 
2 1 + 2d,, 
since e is in LX&. 
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